New Items on the Library Shelf

- Bringing God to Men: American Military Chaplains and the Vietnam War
  Call Number: 959.70437
- Camp Cooke and Vandenberg Air Force Base, 1941-1966: From Armor and Infantry Training to Space and Missile Launches
  Call Number: 355.70979491 G312c
- The Chinese Navy: Expanding Capabilities, Evolving Roles?
  Call Number: 359.00951 C5392
- D-Day: Minute by Minute
  Call Number: 940.5421421 M473d
- Fighter Pilot’s Daughter: Growing Up in the Sixties and the Cold War
  Call Number: 92 L418f
- Fish Can’t See Water: How National Culture Can Make or Break Your Corporate Strategy
  Call Number: 658.4012 H224f
- From One Leader to Another
  Call Number: 355.33041 F931
- The Future of American Landpower: Does Forward Presence Still Matter? The Case of the Army in the Pacific
  Call Number: 355.0310973095 D394f
- Inside African Politics
  Call Number: 320.967 E58i
- The Mayo Clinic Guide to Stress-Free Living
  Call Number: 155.9042 S711m
- Midnight’s Descendants: A History of South Asia since Partition
  Call Number: 954.04 K25m
- Return of the Dragon: Rising China and Regional Security
  Call Number: 355.033051 R888r
- Richard Nixon and the Vietnam War: The End of the American Century
  Call Number: 959.7031 S355r
- Secrets and Leaks: The Dilemma of State Secrecy
  Call Number: 352.379 S129s
- Star Wars Trilogy
  Call Number: Video 791.4372 S795
- Thinking about Deterrence: Enduring Questions in a Time of Rising Powers, Rogue Regimes, and Terrorism
  Call Number: 355.033573 T443
- You Are Here: From the Compass to GPS, the History and Future of How We Find Ourselves
  Call Number: 910.285 B827y

 Britannica ImageQuest is available through the Fairchild Research Information Center web site. Click on Databases then Digital Images. ImageQuest™ is one of the digital image databases offered. The password and ID are available at the Reference Desk or on your Blackboard under resources.

 Britannica ImageQuest brings to life nearly 3 million rights-cleared images from more than 50 leading collections. The Bridgeman Art Gallery, Dorling Kindersley Images, Getty Images, the National Portrait Gallery of London, the National Geographic Society, and other top names have joined with Britannica to provide the best and broadest collection of proprietary educational imagery with deep coverage of the arts, humanities, and sciences. Each photo or illustration comes with complete metadata, including the source, the copyright holder, caption, and keywords.